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An online system is being developed to accept electronic payments for permits
and licenses. Off-line licensing is available for the 2018-19 season if you cannot

download a license using the HuntFishPA system. You can download a paper
license and off-line permit or online purchase an off-line license. The company
may not advertise the sale or offer such. For firms that hold a license with the

Department, a variance form must be on file with the Department to ensure the
proper handling of meat products. Custom butchered product in any form cannot

be offered for sale. Hunters will see a maximum of $100 decrease in certain
combination licenses (barn/poulan/crossbow, cow/poulan/crossbow,

crossbow/poulan, crossbow/poulan combo, moose/bull/poulan,
moose/cow/poulan, moose/coyote/poulan). We are still going to allow hunters to

select a combination license for $250. We want hunters to be able to go the
lowest cost route for certain combinations of licenses. This isnt gonna negatively
impact hunters with bigger or more expensive hunts. Wild turkeys are typically

found in this area. In February and March, you may find the male ready to breed.
In May and June, the hens' egg production peaks. That's when you'll have the
best chances of seeing turkeys. Turkeys are found in a range of habitats, from
uplands to forested or mowed areas. They are generally found near water. Like
their relative the grouse, turkeys are active at dusk, and their daylight activity
often peaks at sunrise and again around sunset. They prefer areas with some

cover for roosting.
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